
FRAME
02.124

02.124-30

02.124-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 45x80 cm with 13mm frame

450
[17 11/16"]
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]

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.195-00

Mirror with 13mm frame is manufactured from 
AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases 
are mechanically assembled with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to base with special 
double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. Specially 
designed mounting system enables the mirror to 
be installed either vertically or horizontally without 
modification.  Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors with narrow frame



FRAME
02.130

02.130-30

02.130-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 55x80 cm with side frame
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550

[21 5/8"]

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.195-00

Mirror with side frame is manufactured from 
AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases 
are mechanically assembled with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to base with special 
double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. Specially 
designed mounting system enables the mirror to 
be installed either vertically or horizontally without 
modification.  Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors with side frame



FRAME
02.224

02.224-30

02.224-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 45x100 cm with 13mm frame

450
[17 11/16"]
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00
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]

Use one of the following mirror heaters to convert to anti-
fog mirror: 10.195-00, 10.295-00

Mirror with 13mm frame is manufactured from 
AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases 
are mechanically assembled with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to base with special 
double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. Specially 
designed mounting system enables the mirror to 
be installed either vertically or horizontally without 
modification.  Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors with narrow frame



FRAME
02.230

02.230-30

02.230-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 55x100 cm with side frame
10
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]

550

[21 5/8"]

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.195-00

Mirror with side frame is manufactured from 
AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases 
are mechanically assembled with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to base with special 
double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. Specially 
designed mounting system enables the mirror to 
be installed either vertically or horizontally without 
modification.  Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors with side frame



FRAME
02.324

02.324-30

02.324-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 45x120 cm with 13mm frame

450
[17 11/16"]
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]

Use one of the following mirror heaters to convert to anti-
fog mirror: 10.195-00, 10.295-00

Mirror with 13mm frame is manufactured from 
AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases 
are mechanically assembled with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to base with special 
double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. Specially 
designed mounting system enables the mirror to 
be installed either vertically or horizontally without 
modification.  Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors with narrow frame



FRAME
02.330

02.330-30

02.330-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 55x120 cm with side frame
12
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550

[21 5/8"]

Use one of the following mirror heaters to convert to anti-
fog mirror: 10.195-00, 10.295-00

Mirror with side frame is manufactured from 
AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases 
are mechanically assembled with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to base with special 
double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. Specially 
designed mounting system enables the mirror to 
be installed either vertically or horizontally without 
modification.  Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors with side frame



FRAME
02.422

02.422-30

02.422-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 40x60 cm with 33mm frame
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.195-00

Mirror with 33mm frame is manufactured from 
AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases 
are mechanically assembled with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to base with special 
double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. Specially 
designed mounting system enables the mirror to 
be installed either vertically or horizontally without 
modification.  Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors with wide frame



FRAME
02.522

02.522-30

02.522-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 50x60 cm with 33mm frame
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]

500
[19 11/16"]

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.195-00

Mirror with 33mm frame is manufactured from 
AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases 
are mechanically assembled with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to base with special 
double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. Specially 
designed mounting system enables the mirror to 
be installed either vertically or horizontally without 
modification.  Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors with wide frame



FRAME
02.623

02.623-30

02.623-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 60x80 cm with inclined frame
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.195-00

Mirror with inclined frame is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases 
are mechanically assembled with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to base with special 
double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. Specially 
designed mounting system enables the mirror to 
be installed either vertically or horizontally without 
modification.  Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors with inclined frame



FRAME
02.722

02.722-30

02.722-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 50x70 cm with 33mm frame
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.195-00

Mirror with 33mm frame is manufactured from 
AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases 
are mechanically assembled with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to base with special 
double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. Specially 
designed mounting system enables the mirror to 
be installed either vertically or horizontally without 
modification.  Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors with wide frame



FRAME
02.723

02.723-30

02.723-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 70x70 cm with inclined frame

700
[27 9/16"]
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Use one of the following mirror heaters to convert to anti-
fog mirror: 10.195-00, 10.395-00

Mirror with inclined frame is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases 
are mechanically assembled with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to base with special 
double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. Specially 
designed mounting system enables the mirror to 
be installed either vertically or horizontally without 
modification.  Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors with inclined frame



FRAME
02.822

02.822-30

02.822-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 60x80 cm with 33mm frame
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600

[23 5/8"]

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.195-00

Mirror with 33mm frame is manufactured from 
AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases 
are mechanically assembled with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to base with special 
double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. Specially 
designed mounting system enables the mirror to 
be installed either vertically or horizontally without 
modification.  Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors with wide frame



FRAME
02.823

02.823-30

02.823-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 70x90 cm with inclined frame
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Use one of the following mirror heaters to convert to anti-
fog mirror: 10.195-00, 10.295-00, 10.395-00

Mirror with inclined frame is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases 
are mechanically assembled with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to base with special 
double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. Specially 
designed mounting system enables the mirror to 
be installed either vertically or horizontally without 
modification.  Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors with inclined frame



FRAME
02.923

02.923-30

02.923-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 80x100 cm with inclined frame

800
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]

Use one of the following mirror heaters to convert to anti-
fog mirror: 10.195-00, 10.295-00, 10.395-00

Mirror with inclined frame is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases 
are mechanically assembled with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to base with special 
double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. Specially 
designed mounting system enables the mirror to 
be installed either vertically or horizontally without 
modification.  Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors with inclined frame



ZOOM
05.092

05.092-30 Inox Bright

Wall mounted magnifying mirror with light  Φ190

190
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Wall mounted Magnifying Mirror with Light is 
manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel and 
crystal. Magnifying mirror (x3) is 3mm crystal and 
attaches to frame. Support brackets use pivot 
hinges and attach to mounting base with stainless 
steel screws. Mounting flange attach to wall with 
stainless steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Magnifying



ZOOM
05.491

05.491-01 Bright

Wall mounted magnifying mirror
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[8’’]
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Wall mounted Magnifying Mirror is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel, aluminium and crystal. 
Mirror is double-sided, one magnifying (x3) and 
the other normal. Magnifying and normal mirror 
are 3mm crystal and attach to aluminium frame. 
Frame attaches to a semi-rounded frame by two 
stainless steel pivots, thus allowing the mirror to 
rotate freely by the horizontal axis. Frame attaches 
to stainless steel 16mm, 1.2mm thick support arm 
by stainless steel pivot rotating freely to the vertical 
axis. Support arm is mechanically pressed, with no 
welding, into stainless steel pivot supports that 
attach to 2mm thick mounting flange with stainless 
steel screws. Support arm may rotate by 180° 
horizontally. Concealed mounting flange is 1.25mm 
thick and securely attaches to wall with stainless 
steel screws and locks with mounting flange with 
stainless steel locking screw.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Magnifying



ZOOM
05.691

05.691-01 Bright

Free standing magnifying mirror
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Free Standing Magnifying Mirror is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel, aluminium and crystal. 
Mirror is double-sided, one magnifying (x3) and the 
other normal. Magnifying mirror and normal mirror 
are 3mm (3/16) crystal and attach to aluminium 
frame. Frame attaches to  semi-rounded frame 
by two stainless steel pivots, thus allowing the 
mirror to rotate freely by the horizontal axis. The 
frame attaches to 12mm diameter stainless steel 
support post with stainless steel screw. The post 
is mechanically assembled to a 2mm thick base, 
which includes 5Kgs weight for improved stability.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Magnifying



DECO
10.010

10.010-00

Mirror Paros 45x65 cm
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.195-00

Paros Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to stainless steel base 
with special double-sided adhesive tape and 
silicon. Mirror mounts on wall with stainless steel 
screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors plain with decoration



DECO
10.011

10.011-00

Mirror Naxos 45x65 cm
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.195-00

Naxos Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 
stainless steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick 
crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to stainless 
steel base with special double-sided adhesive tape 
and silicon. Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors plain with decoration



DECO
10.020

10.020-00

Mirror Santorini 65x85 cm
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Use one of the following mirror heaters to convert to anti-
fog mirror: 10.195-00, 10.295-00

Santorini Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 
stainless steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick 
crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to stainless 
steel base with special double-sided adhesive tape 
and silicon. Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors plain with decoration



DECO
10.021

10.021-00

Mirror Sifnos 65x85 cm
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Use one of the following mirror heaters to convert to anti-
fog mirror: 10.195-00, 10.295-00

Sifnos Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 
stainless steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick 
crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to stainless 
steel base with special double-sided adhesive tape 
and silicon. Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors plain with decoration



PANEL
10.023

10.023-00

Mirror 35x90 cm plain
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.195-00

Plain Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to stainless steel 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape 
and silicon. Specially designed mounting system 
enables the mirror to be installed either vertically or 
horizontally without modification.  Mirror mounts 
on wall with stainless steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors plain



PANEL
10.024

10.024-00

Mirror 40x60 cm plain
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Plain Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to stainless steel 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape 
and silicon. Specially designed mounting system 
enables the mirror to be installed either vertically or 
horizontally without modification.  Mirror mounts 
on wall with stainless steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors plain



PANEL
10.025

10.025-00

Mirror 45x80 cm plain
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.195-00

Plain Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to stainless steel 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape 
and silicon. Specially designed mounting system 
enables the mirror to be installed either vertically or 
horizontally without modification.  Mirror mounts 
on wall with stainless steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors plain



PANEL
10.026

10.026-00

Mirror 45x100 cm plain
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Use one of the following mirror heaters to convert to anti-
fog mirror: 10.195-00, 10.295-00

Plain Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to stainless steel 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape 
and silicon. Specially designed mounting system 
enables the mirror to be installed either vertically or 
horizontally without modification.  Mirror mounts 
on wall with stainless steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors plain



PANEL
10.027

10.027-00

Mirror 45x120 cm plain
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Use one of the following mirror heaters to convert to anti-
fog mirror: 10.195-00, 10.295-00

Plain Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to stainless steel 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape 
and silicon. Specially designed mounting system 
enables the mirror to be installed either vertically or 
horizontally without modification.  Mirror mounts 
on wall with stainless steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors plain



PANEL
10.028

10.028-00

Mirror 50x60 cm plain
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Plain Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to stainless steel 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape 
and silicon. Specially designed mounting system 
enables the mirror to be installed either vertically or 
horizontally without modification.  Mirror mounts 
on wall with stainless steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors plain



PANEL
10.029

10.029-00

Mirror 50x70 cm plain
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.195-00

Plain Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to stainless steel 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape 
and silicon. Specially designed mounting system 
enables the mirror to be installed either vertically or 
horizontally without modification.  Mirror mounts 
on wall with stainless steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors plain



PANEL
10.030

10.030-00

Mirror 60x60 cm plain
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Plain Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to stainless steel 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape 
and silicon. Specially designed mounting system 
enables the mirror to be installed either vertically or 
horizontally without modification.  Mirror mounts 
on wall with stainless steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors plain



PANEL
10.031

10.031-00

Mirror 60x80 cm plain
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.195-00

Plain Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to stainless steel 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape 
and silicon. Specially designed mounting system 
enables the mirror to be installed either vertically or 
horizontally without modification.  Mirror mounts 
on wall with stainless steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors plain



PANEL
10.032

10.032-00

Mirror 70x90 cm plain
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Use one of the following mirror heaters to convert to anti-
fog mirror: 10.195-00, 10.295-00

Plain Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to stainless steel 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape 
and silicon. Specially designed mounting system 
enables the mirror to be installed either vertically or 
horizontally without modification.  Mirror mounts 
on wall with stainless steel screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors plain



DECO
10.051

10.051-00

Mirror Tinos 85x85 cm
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Use one of the following mirror heaters to convert to anti-
fog mirror: 10.195-00, 10.295-00, 10.395-00

Tinos Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver 
plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to stainless steel base 
with special double-sided adhesive tape and 
silicon. Mirror mounts on wall with stainless steel 
screws.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors plain with decoration



HEAT
10.195

10.195-00

Mirror Heater 274x274 mm, 15W/230V IP44
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Mirror heater may be ordered seperatelly from the mirror 
and can easily installed on site. You should never cut it to 
smaller dimensions because you destruct the insulation.

Mirror Heater is manufactured from a double 
insulated foil-element with a surface layer of 
polyester and a carbon-based heating element. 
One side is self adhesive for easy installation. 
Technical specifications: Rated voltage: 230V, Power 
15W, Protection class: IP44, Connection cable: 2 m

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirror Heaters



HEAT
10.295

10.295-00

Mirror Heater 274x574 mm, 25W/230V IP44
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Mirror heater may be ordered seperatelly from the mirror 
and can easily installed on site. You should never cut it to 
smaller dimensions because you destruct the insulation.

Mirror Heater is manufactured from a double 
insulated foil-element with a surface layer of 
polyester and a carbon-based heating element. 
One side is self adhesive for easy installation. 
Technical specifications: Rated voltage: 230V, Power 
25W, Protection class: IP44, Connection cable: 2 m

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirror Heaters



HEAT
10.395

10.395-00

Mirror Heater 524x524 mm, 50W/230V IP44
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Mirror heater may be ordered seperatelly from the mirror 
and can easily installed on site. You should never cut it to 
smaller dimensions because you destruct the insulation.

Mirror Heater is manufactured from a double 
insulated foil-element with a surface layer of 
polyester and a carbon-based heating element. 
One side is self adhesive for easy installation. 
Technical specifications: Rated voltage: 230V, Power 
50W, Protection class: IP44, Connection cable: 2 m

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirror Heaters



HEAT
10.495

10.495-00

Mirror Heater 1024x524 mm, 100W/230V IP44
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Mirror heater may be ordered seperatelly from the mirror 
and can easily installed on site. You should never cut it to 
smaller dimensions because you destruct the insulation.

Mirror Heater is manufactured from a double 
insulated foil-element with a surface layer of 
polyester and a carbon-based heating element. 
One side is self adhesive for easy installation. 
Technical specifications: Rated voltage: 230V, Power 
100W, Protection class: IP44, Connection cable: 2 m

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirror Heaters



BRIGHT
26.001

26.001-00

Mirror 70x70 cm plain with 1x24W horizontal light
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick 
crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. 
Mirror mounts on wall with stainless steel screws. 
Mirror includes a T5 24W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 1x24W with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated without Frame



BRIGHT
26.002

26.002-00

Mirror 70x70 cm plain with 2x24W vertical lights
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick 
crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. 
Mirror mounts on wall with stainless steel screws. 
Mirror includes two T5 24W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 2x24W with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated without Frame



BRIGHT
26.003

26.003-00

Mirror 70x100 cm plain with 1x24W horizontal light
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick 
crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. 
Mirror mounts on wall with stainless steel screws. 
Mirror includes a T5 24W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 1x24W with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated without Frame



BRIGHT
26.004

26.004-00

Mirror 70x100 cm plain with 2x39W vertical lights
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick 
crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. 
Mirror mounts on wall with stainless steel screws. 
Mirror includes two T5 39W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 2x39W with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated without Frame



BRIGHT
26.005

26.005-00

Mirror 100x70 cm plain with 1x39W horizontal light
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick 
crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. 
Mirror mounts on wall with stainless steel screws. 
Mirror includes a T5 39W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 1x39W with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated without Frame



BRIGHT
26.006

26.006-00

Mirror 100x70 cm plain with 2x24W vertical lights
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick 
crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. 
Mirror mounts on wall with stainless steel screws. 
Mirror includes two T5 24W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 2x24W with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated without Frame



BRIGHT
26.007

26.007-00

Mirror 100x100 cm plain with 1x39W horizontal light
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.395-00

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick 
crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. 
Mirror mounts on wall with stainless steel screws. 
Mirror includes a T5 39W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 1x39W with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated without Frame



BRIGHT
26.008

26.008-00

Mirror 100x100 cm plain with 2x39W vertical lights
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.395-00

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick 
crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. 
Mirror mounts on wall with stainless steel screws. 
Mirror includes two T5 39W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 2x39W with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated without Frame



BRIGHT
26.009

26.009-00

Mirror 120x70 cm plain with1x39 horizontal and 2x39W vertical lights
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.395-00

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick 
crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base 
with special double-sided adhesive tape and 
silicon. Mirror mounts on wall with stainless steel 
screws. Mirror includes two T5 24W and one 39W 
fluorescent lamp and two electronic ballasts (one 
2x24W and one 1x39W) with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated without Frame



BRIGHT
26.021

26.021-00

Mirror 70x70 cm plain with 1x24W horizontal light SQUARE
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick 
crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. 
Mirror mounts on wall with stainless steel screws. 
Mirror includes a T5 24W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 1x24W with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated without Frame



BRIGHT
26.022

26.022-00

Mirror 70x70 cm plain with 2x24W vertical lights SQUARE
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick 
crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. 
Mirror mounts on wall with stainless steel screws. 
Mirror includes two T5 24W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 2x24W with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated without Frame



BRIGHT
26.023

26.023-00

Mirror 70x100 cm plain with 1x24W horizontal light SQUARE
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick 
crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. 
Mirror mounts on wall with stainless steel screws. 
Mirror includes a T5 24W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 1x24W with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated without Frame



BRIGHT
26.024

26.024-00

Mirror 70x100 cm plain with 2x39W vertical lights SQUARE
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick 
crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. 
Mirror mounts on wall with stainless steel screws. 
Mirror includes two T5 39W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 2x39W with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated without Frame



BRIGHT
26.025

26.025-00

Mirror 100x70 cm plain with 1x39W horizontal light SQUARE
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick 
crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. 
Mirror mounts on wall with stainless steel screws. 
Mirror includes a T5 39W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 1x39W with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated without Frame



BRIGHT
26.026

26.026-00

Mirror 100x70 cm plain with 2x24W vertical lights SQUARE
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick 
crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. 
Mirror mounts on wall with stainless steel screws. 
Mirror includes two T5 24W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 2x24W with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated without Frame



BRIGHT
26.027

26.027-00

Mirror 100x100 cm plain with 1x39W horizontal light SQUARE
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.395-00

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick 
crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. 
Mirror mounts on wall with stainless steel screws. 
Mirror includes a T5 39W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 1x39W with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated without Frame



BRIGHT
26.028

26.028-00

Mirror 100x100 cm plain with 2x39W vertical lights SQUARE
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.395-00

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick 
crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon. 
Mirror mounts on wall with stainless steel screws. 
Mirror includes two T5 39W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 2x39W with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated without Frame



BRIGHT
26.029

26.029-00

Mirror 120x70 cm plain with1x39 horizontal and 2x39W vertical lights 
SQUARE
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.395-00

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and crystal. Mirror is 5mm thick 
crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base 
with special double-sided adhesive tape and 
silicon. Mirror mounts on wall with stainless steel 
screws. Mirror includes two T5 24W and one 39W 
fluorescent lamp and two electronic ballasts (one 
2x24W and one 1x39W) with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated without Frame



BRIGHT
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27.001-30

27.001-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 70x70 cm with frame and 1x24W horizontal light
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases are 
mechanically assembled with no welding providing 
a secure and aesthetically correct attachment. 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, 
attached to base with special double-sided 
adhesive tape and silicon. Mirror mounts on wall 
with stainless steel screws. Mirror includes a T5 24W 
fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 1x24W with 
220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated with Frame
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27.002

27.002-30

27.002-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 70x70 cm with frame and 2x24W vertical lights
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases are 
mechanically assembled with no welding providing 
a secure and aesthetically correct attachment. 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, 
attached to base with special double-sided 
adhesive tape and silicon. Mirror mounts on wall 
with stainless steel screws. Mirror includes two T5 
24W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 2x24W 
with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated with Frame



BRIGHT
27.003

27.003-30

27.003-00

Inox Bright
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Mirror 70x100 cm with frame and 1x24W horizontal light
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases are 
mechanically assembled with no welding providing 
a secure and aesthetically correct attachment. 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, 
attached to base with special double-sided 
adhesive tape and silicon. Mirror mounts on wall 
with stainless steel screws. Mirror includes a T5 24W 
fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 1x24W with 
220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated with Frame



BRIGHT
27.004

27.004-30

27.004-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 70x100 cm with frame and 2x39W vertical lights
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases are 
mechanically assembled with no welding providing 
a secure and aesthetically correct attachment. 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, 
attached to base with special double-sided 
adhesive tape and silicon. Mirror mounts on wall 
with stainless steel screws. Mirror includes two T5 
39W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 2x39W 
with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated with Frame



BRIGHT
27.005

27.005-30

27.005-00

Inox Bright
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Mirror 100x70 cm with frame and 1x39W horizontal light
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases are 
mechanically assembled with no welding providing 
a secure and aesthetically correct attachment. 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, 
attached to base with special double-sided 
adhesive tape and silicon. Mirror mounts on wall 
with stainless steel screws. Mirror includes a T5 39W 
fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 1x39W with 
220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated with Frame



BRIGHT
27.006

27.006-30

27.006-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 100x70 cm with frame and 2x24W vertical lights
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases are 
mechanically assembled with no welding providing 
a secure and aesthetically correct attachment. 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, 
attached to base with special double-sided 
adhesive tape and silicon. Mirror mounts on wall 
with stainless steel screws. Mirror includes two T5 
24W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 2x24W 
with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated with Frame
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27.007

27.007-30

27.007-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 100x100 cm with frame and 1x39W horizontal light
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.395-00

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases are 
mechanically assembled with no welding providing 
a secure and aesthetically correct attachment. 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, 
attached to base with special double-sided 
adhesive tape and silicon. Mirror mounts on wall 
with stainless steel screws. Mirror includes a T5 39W 
fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 1x39W with 
220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated with Frame



BRIGHT
27.008

27.008-30

27.008-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 100x100 cm with frame and 2x39W vertical lights
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.395-00

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases are 
mechanically assembled with no welding providing 
a secure and aesthetically correct attachment. 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, 
attached to base with special double-sided 
adhesive tape and silicon. Mirror mounts on wall 
with stainless steel screws. Mirror includes two T5 
39W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 2x39W 
with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated with Frame



BRIGHT
27.009

27.009-30

27.009-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 120x70 cm with frame and 1x39 horizontal and 2x39W vertical lights
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.395-00

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases are 
mechanically assembled with no welding providing 
a secure and aesthetically correct attachment. 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, 
attached to base with special double-sided 
adhesive tape and silicon. Mirror mounts on wall 
with stainless steel screws. Mirror includes two 
T5 24W and one 39W fluorescent lamp and two 
electronic ballasts (one 2x24W and one 1x39W) 
with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated with Frame



BRIGHT
27.021

27.021-30

27.021-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 70x70 cm with frame and 1x24W horizontal light SQUARE
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases are 
mechanically assembled with no welding providing 
a secure and aesthetically correct attachment. 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, 
attached to base with special double-sided 
adhesive tape and silicon. Mirror mounts on wall 
with stainless steel screws. Mirror includes a T5 24W 
fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 1x24W with 
220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated with Frame



BRIGHT
27.022

27.022-30

27.022-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 70x70 cm with frame and 2x24W vertical lights SQUARE
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases are 
mechanically assembled with no welding providing 
a secure and aesthetically correct attachment. 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, 
attached to base with special double-sided 
adhesive tape and silicon. Mirror mounts on wall 
with stainless steel screws. Mirror includes two T5 
24W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 2x24W 
with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated with Frame



BRIGHT
27.023

27.023-30

27.023-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 70x100 cm with frame and 1x24W horizontal light SQUARE
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases are 
mechanically assembled with no welding providing 
a secure and aesthetically correct attachment. 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, 
attached to base with special double-sided 
adhesive tape and silicon. Mirror mounts on wall 
with stainless steel screws. Mirror includes a T5 24W 
fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 1x24W with 
220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated with Frame



BRIGHT
27.024

27.024-30

27.024-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 70x100 cm with frame and 2x39W vertical lights SQUARE
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases are 
mechanically assembled with no welding providing 
a secure and aesthetically correct attachment. 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, 
attached to base with special double-sided 
adhesive tape and silicon. Mirror mounts on wall 
with stainless steel screws. Mirror includes two T5 
39W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 2x39W 
with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated with Frame



BRIGHT
27.025

27.025-30

27.025-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 100x70 cm with frame and 1x39W horizontal light SQUARE

1000
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases are 
mechanically assembled with no welding providing 
a secure and aesthetically correct attachment. 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, 
attached to base with special double-sided 
adhesive tape and silicon. Mirror mounts on wall 
with stainless steel screws. Mirror includes a T5 39W 
fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 1x39W with 
220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated with Frame



BRIGHT
27.026

27.026-30

27.026-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 100x70 cm with frame and 2x24W vertical lights SQUARE
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.295-00

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases are 
mechanically assembled with no welding providing 
a secure and aesthetically correct attachment. 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, 
attached to base with special double-sided 
adhesive tape and silicon. Mirror mounts on wall 
with stainless steel screws. Mirror includes two T5 
24W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 2x24W 
with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated with Frame



BRIGHT
27.027

27.027-30

27.027-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 100x100 cm with frame and 1x39W horizontal light SQUARE
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.395-00

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases are 
mechanically assembled with no welding providing 
a secure and aesthetically correct attachment. 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, 
attached to base with special double-sided 
adhesive tape and silicon. Mirror mounts on wall 
with stainless steel screws. Mirror includes a T5 39W 
fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 1x39W with 
220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated with Frame



BRIGHT
27.028

27.028-30

27.028-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 100x100 cm with frame and 2x39W vertical lights SQUARE
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.395-00

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases are 
mechanically assembled with no welding providing 
a secure and aesthetically correct attachment. 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, 
attached to base with special double-sided 
adhesive tape and silicon. Mirror mounts on wall 
with stainless steel screws. Mirror includes two T5 
39W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 2x39W 
with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated with Frame



BRIGHT
27.029

27.029-30

27.029-00

Inox Bright

Inox Satin

Mirror 120x70 cm with frame and 1x39 horizontal and 2x39W vertical lights 
SQUARE
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.395-00

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal. Frame is 
manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against 
injuries. Frame parts and the mounting bases are 
mechanically assembled with no welding providing 
a secure and aesthetically correct attachment. 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, 
attached to base with special double-sided 
adhesive tape and silicon. Mirror mounts on wall 
with stainless steel screws. Mirror includes two 
T5 24W and one 39W fluorescent lamp and two 
electronic ballasts (one 2x24W and one 1x39W) 
with 220V - 240V voltage.

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe altered without any previous notice.

Mirrors Illuminated with Frame


